Flow Chart of Disciplinary Courses for BSc(ActuarSc) (admitted in 2018 and thereafter)

S1 = Offered in 1st Semester
S2 = Offered in 2nd Semester
NO = Not offered currently

VEE Courses
a VEE Economics
b VEE Accounting and Finance
c VEE Mathematical Statistics

Remarks:
(1) If there are any courses (offered by SAAS or not) mutually exclusive to any Core courses, students must take the course stated in the BSc(ActuarSc) curriculum to fulfil the degree requirement.
(2) The information shown in this flow chart is just for your understanding of the interconnection of different courses. Students must follow the most updated course information (pre-requisite, offering semester, etc.) and syllabus given on the Faculty website and in class.
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